BJN celebrates...

70 YEARS OF THE NHS 1948–2018

770 PATIENT SAFETY
The NHS and the law John Tingle

772 HEALTHCARE POLICY
Celebrating the contribution of nurses to policy and practice development Alan Glasper

774 FLORENCE NIGHTINGALE FOUNDATION
The Florence Nightingale Foundation: developing nursing’s leaders Ursula Ward

776 LEADERSHIP
The changing face of nursing: from the pioneers to the future of leadership Clare Price-Dowd

778 CAVELL NURSES’ TRUST
Help in times of trouble: supporting nurses facing hardship Paul Steiner

780 THE WAY WE WERE...
Alan Glasper shares his collection of historic photos to mark NHS70

782 COMMENT: THE CONSERVATIVE PARTY
Birthday funding boost puts the focus on patients, research and world-class staff Maria Caulfield

783 COMMENT: THE LABOUR PARTY
Equality and justice are at the core of our NHS, so let’s keep it that way Karen Lee

784 COMMENT
Responsibility, research and reasoning: nursing through 70 years of the NHS B Gail Thomas and Elizabeth Rosser